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Although it is widely recognized that Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) inflows have a dominant effect on economic growth of host countries, the determinants of FDI inflows are still unclear. Especially, about the effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow, the results reached by scholars vary across countries or regions. It is of great practical and theoretical significance to explore the influencing effects of exchange rate on FDI inflow and identify the mechanisms that underlie them in close association with regional economic characters so as to help local government implement targeted government policies to achieve sustainable FDI inflow and sustainable economic growth. For this purpose, the influencing effects and the influencing mechanisms of the exchange rate on FDI inflows are investigated for Zhejiang province, China, over 1985–2019 by employing the co-integration tests, vector error correction models, Granger causality tests, and impulse response tests. Empirical results indicate that there are long-term stable and unidirectional causal relationship between the exchange rate and FDI inflow. Continuous appreciation of RMB against USD discourages FDI inflow. The mechanism which underlies the long-term relationship is the wealth effect, rather than the cost effect or the demand effect. By contrast, in the short run, neither the exchange rate nor the three influencing mechanism has a significant impact on FDI inflow. These results suggest policy recommendations for improving FDI by accumulating human capital and improving infrastructure. These findings are also applicable for other countries or regions with similar economic characters.

1. Introduction

Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) refers to the investment behaviour in which the investing country uses capital for the production and operation in the host country to own part of management rights, which is one of the main forms of modern capital internationalization. In the 1980s, China opened the field of foreign direct investment. Since then, the scale of attracting foreign direct investment in China has increased rapidly. Despite the havoc and global investment contraction caused by the novel coronavirus disease (COVID-19) pandemic, the FDI inflow into China reached a record high of 999.98 billion yuan ($154.4 billion) in 2020, up to 19% of the global scale, surpassing the United States as the largest foreign capital inflow country [1]. FDI inflow contributes a lot to economic growth of host country in introducing advanced technology and mature management experience, also helping host country to integrate into the global market network [2–5]. Since the contribution of FDI to economic growth has been widely recognized, it is of great practical significance to further study how to promote FDI inflow in order to achieve sustainable economic growth of China. Moreover, there are significant regional differences in economy in China. Different regions have different FDI inflow structures and different determinants for FDI inflows. Therefore, it is necessary to explore the determinants of FDI inflows in close association with regional economic characteristics.

The exchange rate is an important price and the dominant determinants of FDI inflows in the open economy.
With the reform of the RMB exchange rate system, both the flexibility and the degree of marketization of the RMB exchange rate system are increasing, resulting in the stronger impact of the RMB exchange rate on foreign investment in China. To compare the linkage between exchange rate and FDI inflow between different regions, curves are drawn for Chinese FDI inflow as a whole and for some typical provinces alone, respectively, as seen in Figures 1(a) and 1(b). It can be found that, allowing for some time lags, there is a tendency for FDI inflow to move in a manner consistent with the exchange rate in the long run, and the regional difference is obvious. So, it is of great importance to analyse the impact of exchange rate on FDI inflow in close combination with local economic characteristics so as to help local government implement targeted government policies to achieve sustainable FDI inflow and sustainable economic growth.

About the effect of exchange rate on the FDI inflow, the research is mainly carried out from the following two aspects: the estimation of the direction and magnitude of the influence and the analysis of the influencing mechanism.

The first part of the literature measures the direction and magnitude of the influence of exchange rate on the FDI inflow. The relevant research conclusions include negative effect, positive effect, no effect, and heterogeneous effect. Typical studies, which believe that the depreciation in the exchange rate can attract FDI, include the research conducted by Ahmad et al. [6], Qamruzzaman et al. [7], and Lee and Brahmasrene [8]. Other scholars believe that the two variables are positively correlated. Both the studies on the FDI inflows in Nigeria by Ogbonna [9] and Ayomitunde et al. [10] and the study on Chinese data by Gan and Xu [11] have reached this conclusion. For the third type of conclusion, Polat and Payasioglu [12] pointed out that exchange rates will not affect FDI inflows based on data from Turkey. Gautam et al. [13] found no causal linkage between exchange rate and FDI inflow in China. For the fourth type of conclusion, scholars hold that the estimated influence of exchange rate on FDI inflow depends on the exchange rate system, economic structure, estimation characteristics, and the modelling approach [14, 15]. To a certain extent, the fourth type of analysis can explain the inconsistency of empirical research conclusions based on the data from different countries.

The second strand of the literature focuses on the influencing mechanisms of exchange rate on FDI inflows. Relevant theories mainly include cost effect, wealth effect, and demand effect. First, the study on cost effect can be traced back to currency regional advantage theory by Aliber [16], in which the direction of FDI flows is considered to be consistent with the direction of currency advantage. If a country has a currency advantage, the investors in this country tend to invest directly in foreign markets, causing FDI outflows. Cushman studied the direct investment in the America from Germany, France, British, and Canada, formally proposing the cost effect theory that exchange rate will affect the relative production costs of multinational companies in the host country [17]. Specifically, the depreciation of the host country currency and the appreciation of the foreign currency will reduce the relative production costs of foreign investors in the host country, including fixed costs, labour costs, and material costs. Therefore, foreign investors only need to pay less money to purchase factors of production in the host country. This phenomenon is conducive for foreign investors to expand the scale of investment in the host country, thereby promoting the inflow of FDI into the host country [18].

The second type of influencing mechanism is wealth effect. Compared with the cost effect that emphasizes the cost changes of production factors in the host country, the wealth effect focuses on the purchasing power of the foreign investors. The wealth effect is based on analysis of 13 industry data in the America from 1974 to 1987 by Front and Stein [19]. When other conditions remain unchanged, the relative wealth values of foreign investors will change with exchange rate, which also cause changes in the currency purchasing power of the same assets by foreign investors in the host country, therefore will eventually affect their foreign direct investment. Research conducted by Li and Rengifo [20] based on data from 49 countries reached similar conclusion.

The third type of influencing mechanism is the demand effect. Different from the cost effect and wealth effect, the demand effect indicates a positive effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow when the currency of host country appreciates, their gross domestic product (GDP) measured in foreign currencies will increase, which will expand local demand and attract market-oriented FDI [21, 22].

In sum, researchers have not reached consensus, no matter in the respect of influencing effects or in the respect of influencing mechanism. The reason may be that the effect and mechanism of the exchange rate on FDI inflows largely depend on the characteristics of the local economy and on the timeframe. However, most of the previous literatures did not pay enough attention to the comparison between the long-term and short-term effects nor to the comparison among different influencing effects based on the local economic characteristics.

To enrich the related research, in this study, the FDI flowing from the U.S.A to Zhejiang province is taken as a typical case. Contrast is made between the long-term and short-term effects. Different influencing mechanisms are analysed and compared. On the one hand, since the research results about the effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow reached by scholars vary across countries or regions, it is of great theoretical significance to find out why these results are so different. Comparison between different timeframe and different mechanisms can provide an appropriate perspective for explaining these differences. On the other hand, because the conclusions based on nationwide data are not necessarily applicable for a regional economy, it is of great practical significance to analyse the specific impact effect and specific impact mechanism of exchange rate on local FDI inflow based on the characteristics of local economy, which can better guide local government to implement policies to enhance FDI inflow and promote economic growth.

The contribution of the study is as follows. First, the long-term and short-term effects of exchange rate on FDI
Inflows are effectively distinguished, which helps to explain some of the divergences of previous research literatures. Second, this paper provides a feasible method to study the applicability of each impact mechanism for a specific economic region. The conclusions and the suggestions are scientific, feasible, and meaningful for countries and regions with similar economic characteristics.

The remaining research structure of this paper is as follows. Section 2 introduces data sources and methodology. Section 3 describes the results of the quantitative analysis. Section 4 summarizes the research and makes recommendations.

2. Data and Methodology

In this study, the data from Zhejiang Province, China, over 1985–2019 are used to study the effect and mechanisms of exchange rate on FDI inflows. The co-integration test and the error correction model are applied to distinguish between the long-term and short-term effects. The Granger causality test and the impulse response analysis are carried out to further determine the causality and time trend. All the three mechanism, the costs, wealth, and demand effect are tested simultaneously to make the conclusion more comprehensive. The economic characteristics of Zhejiang Province are fully considered when conducting the research and making recommendations.

Zhejiang is chosen as a typical FDI inflow region because of its high economic openness and its high proportion of FDI inflow in China, with its per capita utilization of foreign capital ranking the first in China. According to the data of 2020, as an export-oriented province, Zhejiang Province has created 6.4% of GDP and attract more than one tenth of the scale of FDI flowing into China, with only 4.57% of population and about 1% of land area in China. So, it is of typical significance to study FDI in Zhejiang Province. The U.S.A is chosen as a typical FDI origin country for the similar reason. Even if Taiwan of China and Hong Kong of China are considered, the number of enterprises invested by the United States in Zhejiang has ranked the third for a long time. The reason for choosing the time spanning over 1985–2019 is that Zhejiang Province introduced the first foreign direct investment enterprise in 1985. Since then, the scale of FDI inflows began to rise (Figure 1(b)).

2.1. Research Variable. Three types of variables are included in the empirical analysis: dependent variable, independent variable, and control variable.

2.1.1. Dependent Variable. Following the approaches by Ahmad et al. [6], Lee and Brahmasrene [8], and Ayomitunde et al. [10], FDI inflow (USAFDI) is adopted as the dependent variable, which is measured as the FDI flowing into Zhejiang from the America in 100 million Chinese Yuan. The advantage of using the total amount instead of the proportion to GDP is that it can better reflect the overall situation of FDI inflows not just the relative situation.

2.1.2. Independent Variable. Independent variables include the exchange rate (USDCNY), the cost effect index (WAGE), the wealth effect index (GDPX), and the demand effect index (FGDPX).

(1) The Exchange Rate. The exchange rate (USDCNY) is measured as the price of RMB in units of USD. This pricing method is used internationally, which can directly reflect the changes in the nominal value of the currencies of the two countries.

(2) The Cost Effect Index. The cost effect index (WAGE) is measured as the ratio of the annual average wage of
Zhejiang employees priced in US dollars to the average annual wage in America. The average annual wage relative to other costs, such as materials costs, is the most important cost for companies and is easy to measure. The larger the value, the higher the production cost of Zhejiang Province relative to America. Since the change of this index is partly affected by the change of exchange rate, by analysing the effect of this index, we can explore the influence of exchange rate on FDI inflow through the cost effect. This proxy was likely to discuss based on the study by Syarifuddin [18],

(3) **The Wealth Effect Index.** The wealth effect index (GDPX) is measured as America GDP in 100 million Chinese Yuan. Following Li and Rengifo [20], the larger the value of GDPX is, the greater the purchasing power of American investors for Zhejiang assets is. The index is highly correlated with the exchange rate. So, by analysing the effect of this index, we can explore the influence of wealth effect on FDI inflow.

(4) **The Demand Effect Index.** The demand effect index (FGDPX) is measured as Zhejiang GDP in 100 million US dollars. Based on Anthony and Kaz [22], Zhejiang GDP shows the scale of market demand in Zhejiang. The larger the value, the greater the market demand in Zhejiang. Since this index is also influenced by the exchange rate, by analysing the effect of this index, we can explore the demand effect of the exchange rate on FDI inflow.

2.1.3. Control Variable. Two variables such as government spending (BSGDP) and trade openness (TMX) are included as control variables.

(1) **Government Spending.** Government spending (BSGDP) is measured as budget surplus in Zhejiang (percentage of total GDP). According to the relevant theoretical literature, the increase in spending on infrastructure in local government, such as transportation and communication, along with the tax incentives and land price concessions given by local government to foreign companies, can directly affect the cost and income of foreign direct investment [23]. When analysing the effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow, the influence of government spending on FDI should be controlled.

(2) **Trade Openness.** Trade openness (TMX) is measured as total import and export in 100 million US dollars in Zhejiang. Gnanon [24], Ali et al. [25], and Chandra and Handoyo [26] discussed the effect of trade openness on FDI inflow. When determining location, export-oriented multinational corporations prefer to be in a more open economy, to bypass the trade barriers and reduce transaction costs. So, the effect of trade openness on FDI inflow should also be controlled.

In order to eliminate the possible heteroscedasticity problem, all variables are taken as logarithms. The summary of definitions of variables is shown in Table 1.

2.2. Data Resources. The relevant data of Zhejiang including the annual average wage of Zhejiang employees (in the cost effect index), GDP of Zhejiang (in the demand effect index), government spending, trade openness, and FDI flowing into Zhejiang from America are obtained from Zhejiang Provincial Statistical Yearbook. The relevant data of America including GDP of America (in the wealth effect index) and annual average wage in America (in the cost effect index) come from the international trade database. The relevant data on exchange rate of USD to the RMB were collected from China National Statistical Yearbook.

2.3. Model Specification. Based on the previous literatures, two models are established. Following Huang et al. [23], Ali et al. [25], and Chandra and Handoyo [26], to examine the influence effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow, government spending and trade openness, along with the exchange rate, are included in the first model to help obtain an unbiased estimation for the influence of exchange rate. As seen in equation (1), the coefficient of \( \beta_1 \) measures elasticity of changes of FDI inflow to the change of exchange rate:

\[
\ln \text{USAFDI} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln \text{USDCNY} + \beta_2 \ln \text{BSGDP} + \beta_3 \ln \text{TMX} + e_i. \tag{1}
\]

The second model puts greater emphasis on the influencing mechanisms: the cost effect, wealth effect, and demand effect. Following Syarifuddin [18], Li and Rengifo [20], and Anthony and Kaz [22], the cost effect index, the wealth effect index, and the demand effect index, along with the exchange rate and the two control variables are included in the second model to analyse the influencing mechanisms. Adding more influencing factors into the model will help to improve the accuracy of the model and solve the problem of missing variables, so as to obtain the unbiased estimation of regression parameters. As seen in equation (2), the coefficient of \( \beta_1 \) measures the direct effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow. And the coefficient of \( \beta_2, \beta_3, \) and \( \beta_4 \) measures the indirect effect of exchange rate through cost changes, wealth changes, and demand changes, respectively.

\[
\ln \text{USAFDI} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \ln \text{USDCNY} + \beta_2 \ln \text{WAGE} + \beta_3 \ln \text{GDPX} + \beta_4 \ln \text{FGDPX} + \beta_5 \ln \text{BSGDP} + \beta_6 \ln \text{TMX} + e_i. \tag{2}
\]

2.4. Econometric Methodology

2.4.1. Unit Root Test. The nonstationary of the time series may cause spurious regression. To avoid “false regression,” it is essential to ascertain whether the variables are stationary. For this purpose, we apply the ADF (augmented
Dickey–Fuller) unit root test. Compared with the Phillips–Perron test, the errors are assumed to be independent and variance is assumed to be constant in the ADF test [27, 28]. Due to its advantage in eliminating the influence of autocorrelation by including the first-order downward difference item at the later stage, this test method is widely used to investigate the order of integration for such variables as FDI and exchange rate [6, 8].

2.4.2. The Co-Integration Test. The co-integration test is used to test whether there is a long-term equilibrium relationship among multiple variables. Latif et al. argued that it is essential to adopt a reliable and robust approach for co-integration [29]. The method employed in this study is the Johansen test. The lag length of the Johansen test is confirmed by the optimal lag length of the VAR model. The specific results are shown in Table 3.

2.4.3. Vector Error Correction Model. After confirmation of co-integration relationship, the vector error correction model (VECM) is applied. The reason lies in that if the co-integration relationship exists between the sequences, any temporary short-term deviation will be corrected [34]. The error correction term obtained in VECM can automatically correct the previous error, representing the speed of short-term adjustment. For its usefulness in capturing both the long-run and short-run dynamics, this method is widely used in recent related analysis [8]. So, in this study, the VECM is adopted to determine how the deviation of short-term fluctuation of FDI from the long-term equilibrium is corrected.

2.4.4. Granger Causality Test. Even if the co-integrated relationship is confirmed, it is uncertain whether the causality among the variables is unidirectional, bidirectional, or neutral. As one of the most feasible and classic methods [29], the Granger causality test is employed to reveal the causality between variables, as in Samour et al. [33] and Ahmad et al. [6]. In the Granger causality test, variable X is considered to be the Granger cause of variable Y if Y can be better predicted by using data from both X and Y when compared with using data from Y only. The optimal lag length is selected based on the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The traditional Wald test is used to estimate the direction of Granger causality.

2.4.5. The Impulse Response Analysis. Finally, the impulse response analysis is carried out to plot that the future behaviour of FDI inflow should there be a one-time shock to each endogenous variable. This method is helpful to trace the long-term dynamic relationship between variables [35]. Besides, following Lee and Brahmasrene [8], in the innovations decomposition, Cholesky transforming is used to help obtain the response of variables to independent shocks.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Analysis on the Influencing Effects of Exchange Rate on FDI Inflows in Zhejiang

3.1.1. Unit Root Test. To test whether the variables are stationary, the ADF test is adopted. The test results are shown in Table 2.

Results indicate that time series data for variables including lnUSAfdi, lnBSGDP, and lnTMX are not stationary at level because P values for these variables are larger than 0.05. At first difference, all variables become stationary as the P values for these variables are all less than 0.05. So, it can be concluded that all variables are integrated of order I(1) and can be further used for econometric analysis.

3.1.2. Co-Integration Test. In the empirical study of this part, the lag period of the Johansen test is determined by the optimal lag period obtained in the VAR model. The specific results are shown in Table 3.
FDI in the long run. Depreciation of domestic currency is conducive for FDI inflow in the long run, as stated by Ahmad et al. [6], Qamruzzaman et al. [7], and Lee and Brahmasrene [8]. In another study, Ahmad et al. [6] found a negative long-term relationship between currency value of the US dollar to Chinese Yuan (CNY) changes 1%, and the FDI inflow changes 1.34%. When the exchangerate of RMB depreciates, the FDI inflow will increase. Therefore, the standardization co-integration equation is as follows:

\[
\Delta \ln \text{USAFDI} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \Delta \ln \text{USDCNY} + \beta_2 \Delta \ln \text{BSGDP} + \beta_3 \Delta \ln \text{TMX} + \gamma e_t - 1 + \epsilon_t.
\]

Through this co-integration relationship, it can be known that lnUSAFDI and lnUSDCNY are positively correlated in the long-term, which means when the RMB depreciates, the FDI inflow will increase. The exchange rate of USD to CNY changes 1%, and the FDI inflow changes 1.34%. These results are consistent with conclusions supporting the negative long-term relationship between currency value of host country and FDI inflow, by Ahmad et al. [6], Qamruzzaman et al. [7], and Lee and Brahmasrene [8]. In another word, depreciation of domestic currency is conducive for FDI inflow in the long run.

The results of the statistical test, in the case of null hypothesis “None,” “Most1,” “Most2,” and “Most3,” \( P \leq 0.001 \), “Most1,” “Most2,” and “Most3,” \( P \leq 0.001 \), \( P \leq 0.001 \), and \( P = 0.0014 \), respectively. Therefore, at the significance level of 0.05, these null hypotheses are rejected, which mean that there are at least four co-integration relationships among the four variables and a long-term equilibrium relationship between them.

The standardized co-integration equation is as follows:

\[
\ln \text{USAFDI} = 1.333841 \ln \text{USDCNY} - 1.449725 \ln \text{BSGDP} + 3.741736 \ln \text{TMX},
\]

\[
t = (3.21909)(0.83657)(0.62674).
\]

Through this co-integration relationship, it can be known that lnUSAFDI and lnUSDCNY are positively correlated in the long-term, which means when the RMB depreciates, the FDI inflow will increase. The exchange rate of USD to CNY changes 1%, and the FDI inflow changes 1.34%. These results are consistent with conclusions supporting the negative long-term relationship between currency value of host country and FDI inflow, by Ahmad et al. [6], Qamruzzaman et al. [7], and Lee and Brahmasrene [8]. In another word, depreciation of domestic currency is conducive for FDI inflow in the long run.

3.1.3. Vector Error Correction Model. The above co-integration test showed that there is a long-term stable equilibrium relationship between lnUSAFDI and lnUSDCNY. Next, the short-term equilibrium relationship between the variables is tested by the vector error correction model, which connects the short-term behaviour of the variables with the long-term change relationship. The structure of the vector error correction model is as follows:

\[
\Delta \ln \text{USAFDI} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \Delta \ln \text{USDCNY} + \beta_2 \Delta \ln \text{BSGDP} + \beta_3 \Delta \ln \text{TMX} + \gamma e_t - 1 + \epsilon_t.
\]

\( e_{t-1} \) is the error correction term, which is generated as the residual of equation (3). Its coefficient \( \gamma \) represents the adjustment strength when short-term fluctuation deviates from its long-term equilibrium.

The estimation result of the vector error correction model is as follows:

\[
\Delta \ln \text{USAFDI} = -0.014656 + 0.630766 \Delta \ln \text{USDCNY} + 0.028934 \Delta \ln \text{BSGDP} + 0.754459 \Delta \ln \text{TMX} - 0.207271 e_{t-1} + \epsilon_t,
\]

\[
t = (-0.278047)(0.566549)(1.267871)(2.435534)(-0.835503)
\]

\( R^2 = 0.221131, \)

\( \text{S.E.} = 0.229050, \)

\( F = 1.916407, \)

\( DW = 1.7445178. \)

The estimated coefficient of error term \( e_{t-1} \) is \(-0.207271\), which reflects the correction of deviation. Yet,
the coefficient of error term \( e_{t-1} \) is not significant because the \( t \)-value of this variable is only \(-0.835503\), indicating that when the short-term fluctuation deviates from the long-term equilibrium, the reverse correction mechanism is not tenable. The \( t \)-value of \( \Delta \ln USDCNY \) is \(0.566549\), which indicated that the change in the exchange rate has no significant impact on the FDI inflow in the short term. This short-term results are similar to research studies conducted by Polat and Payaslıoğlu [12] and Gautam et al. [13], who also reached an inconclusive short-term results in case of Turkey and China.

When compared with the co-integration relationship revealed in equation (3), it can be concluded that exchange rate has a significant role in influencing FDI inflow in the long run, not the short run. The reason for this result is that the FDI flowing into Zhejiang can be classified as long-term investment behaviour, not short-term arbitrage behaviour. The main purpose for capital to flow into Zhejiang is to generate long-term returns through production and operation. Although FDI inflow may include some disguised portfolio investment, this kind of portfolio investment inflows are substantially restricted in Zhejiang. Therefore, the short-term impact of exchange rate changes on FDI inflows to Zhejiang is not significant.

3.1.4. Granger Causality Test. The Granger causality test is performed on variables to determine if there is a Granger causality relationship between variables. The results are shown in Table 5.

When the assumption is that \( \ln USDCNY \) does not Granger cause \( \ln USAFDI \), \( P = 0.0132 < 0.05 \). Therefore, the null hypothesis can be rejected, which means that the exchange rate is the Granger reason for the FDI inflow. When the assumption is that \( \ln USAFDI \) does not Granger cause \( \ln USDCNY \), \( P = 0.6742 > 0.05 \). Therefore, the null hypothesis is not rejected, which means that the FDI inflow is not the Granger cause of the exchange rate. In short, there is a unidirectional causal relationship: the exchange rate is the Granger cause for FDI inflow and not the contrary.

This result differs from that of Gautam et al. [13] who found no causal connection between exchange rate and FDI inflow in case of China. One possible reason for the different results lies in that the result of no causal connection is based on data from 1981 to 2013. By contrast, the time spanning in this study is over 1985–2019. With the market-oriented reform of the RMB exchange rate system, the price signal function of exchange rate is gradually enhanced, so it became the Granger reason affecting the inflow of FDI in recent years.

3.2. Analysis on the Influence Mechanism of Exchange Rate on FDI Inflows in Zhejiang

3.2.1. Unit Root Test. Table 6 indicates that the null hypothesis of a unit root cannot be rejected at level except for variables of \( \ln USDCNY \) and \( \ln GDPX \). However, at the first-order difference, all null hypotheses of a unit root are rejected at the significance level of 0.05, which means that all variables are integrated of order I(1) and can be further used for econometric analysis.

3.2.2. Co-Integration Test. As shown in Table 7, when the lag period of VaR is 3, the AIC value of VaR is the minimum according to the AIC principle. Therefore, the optimal lag period of VAR should be selected as 3 phases, and in the subsequent co-integration relationship test, the number of lag periods selected is 2 phases.

According to the co-integration test, there is stationary relationship between the seven variables. Therefore, the co-integration test can be carried out to test whether there is a
long-term equilibrium relationship between these variables. The test results are shown in Table 8.

According to the test results, for the null hypothesis of “None,” “Most1,” “Most2,” “Most3,” “Most4,” and “Most5,” the corresponding p values are less than 0.001, less than 0.001, equal to 0.0024, equal to 0.0148, and equal to 0.0483, respectively. Therefore, at the significance level of 0.05, these null hypotheses are rejected, which means that there are at least five co-integration relationships among the seven variables and a long-term equilibrium relationship between them. The standardized co-integration equation is as follows:

\[
\begin{align*}
\ln \text{USAFDI} & = 2.304339 \ln \text{USDCNY} + 17.38693 \ln \text{WAGE} + 5.079269 \ln \text{GDPX} \\
& - 0.911169 \ln \text{FGDPX} - 1.739458 \ln \text{BSGDP} + 2.673937 \ln \text{TMX} \\
\end{align*}
\]

\[t = (2.47596)(1.15991)(2.40963)(0.23500)(0.20578)(0.09461).\]

Based on this co-integration relationship, it can be known that \(\ln \text{USAFDI}\) is positively and significantly correlated with both \(\ln \text{USDCNY}\) and \(\ln \text{GDPX}\) in the long run. When USDCNY and GDPX increase by 1%, USAFIDI increases by 2.304339% and 5.079269%, respectively. It can be inferred that, when USD appreciates against RMB, it can not
only influence FDI inflow directly but also influence FDI inflow indirectly through its effect on purchasing power of American multinational companies. The wealth effect holds. However, LnWAGE and lnFGDPX do not have significant effects on lnUSAFDI in the long run. So, the cost effect and the demand effect do not hold.

This result is consistent with Froot and Stein [19] and Li and Rengifo [20] in which the exchange rate has a significant impact on FDI inflows through the wealth effect in the long term. When USD appreciated against the RMB, the U.S. companies have larger purchasing power. They will be more active in looking for investment opportunities. In addition, Zhejiang Province is very attractive for foreign investors due to its favourable business environment and its superior geographical location. Therefore, when the purchasing power of foreign investors increases, the FDI inflow will increase accordingly.

In addition, our result also indicates that the exchange rate will not affect FDI inflows in Zhejiang Province through cost changes, which contradicts the cost effect hypothesis supported by Cushman [17] and Syarifuddin [18]. The reason may be related to the industrial structure of FDI flowing into Zhejiang. For example, in 2019, the FDI flowing into the primary industry, secondary industry, and the tertiary industry in Zhejiang Province was US$19 million, 4.68 billion, and 8.8608 billion, respectively. The tertiary industry accounted for 65.34%, occupying a dominant position. Moreover, in the tertiary industry, FDI into Zhejiang Province mainly flows into the computer service and software industries and leasing and business service industries. Companies conducting FDI in these industries pay more attention to the quality of labour, instead of the labour costs. Therefore, the decline in production and operating costs caused by the devaluation of RMB is not attractive enough to promote more FDI flowing into Zhejiang.

Meanwhile, our result does not confirm the demand effect hypothesis supported by Anthony and Kaz [22]. The reason may lie in that the demand effect hypothesis is more adaptable for market-oriented FDI inflow, in which the multinational corporations make direct investment in host countries in pursuit for big potential market of host country. However, this is not the case for Zhejiang province. Following Zheng and Jing [36], the index of the proportion of export to the total value of industry output has been used as a criterion to differentiate between export-oriented FDI and market-oriented FDI. For Zhejiang, this proportion is much higher (in 2019, about 31%) than for China on average (in 2019, about 16%). So, it can be indicated that for Zhejiang province, its local market demand is not a driven force for the FDI inflow.

3.2.3. Vector Error Correction Model. The structure of the vector error correction model is as follows:

\[
\Delta \ln \text{USAFDI} = \beta_0 + \beta_1 \Delta \ln \text{USDCNY} + \beta_2 \Delta \ln \text{WAGE} + \beta_3 \Delta \ln \text{FGDPX} + \beta_4 \Delta \ln \text{TMX} + \gamma e_{t-1} + \epsilon_t. \tag{7}
\]

The estimation result is as in the following equation:

\[
\Delta \ln \text{USAFDI} = -0.178605 + 7.902172\Delta \ln \text{USDCNY} - 2.149683\Delta \ln \text{WAGE} + 8.016928\Delta \ln \text{GDPX148} + 2.017647\Delta \ln \text{FGDPX} + 0.011172\Delta \ln \text{BSGDP} + 0.569358\Delta \ln \text{TMX} - 0.987441\epsilon_{t-1} + \epsilon_t,
\]

\[t = (-1.555300)(-1.537115)(1.503072)(1.692658)(1.531953)(0.573310)(2.194106)(-4.021131),\]

\[R^2 = 0.545169,\]

S.E. = 0.189093,

\[F = 4.280777,\]

DW = 1.502443.

The error term \(e_{t-1}\) is significant statistically, with \(t\)-value equals −4.021131. The estimated coefficient of error term \(e_{t-1}\) is −0.987441, between the normal intervals (−1, 0), indicating that the reverse correction mechanism works if FDI inflow deviates from the long-term equilibrium level in the short term, it will be adjusted back in the long term. The nonequilibrium
error of the previous period et₋₁ corrected the FDI inflow of the current period at a rate of 98.7%, which is relatively strong. So, through the error correction mechanism, the relationship between these variables can quickly return to the track of long-term equilibrium relationship.

The t-values of the cost effect, wealth effect, and demand effect indexes are −1.503072, 1.692658, and 1.531953, respectively, which indicated that, in the short term, the cost effect, wealth effect, and demand effect have insignificant effects on the FDI flowing into Zhejiang Province from America.

When combined with the co-integration relationship revealed in equation (6), it can be inferred that although the wealth effect has a significant role in influencing FDI inflow in the long run, it takes time for this effect to work, so the promoting effect of wealth effect on FDI inflows is not significant in the short run. Moreover, the cost and the demand effect do not work no matter in the long term or in the short term. This result can give a further explanation for the inconclusive short-term influence of exchange rate on FDI flowing into China reached by Polat and Payasioglu, and Gautam et al. [12, 13].

### 3.2.4. Granger Causality Test

The Granger causality test is performed on variables to determine whether there is a Granger causality relationship between variables. In this part, we focus on the results of the three influencing mechanisms.

The Granger causality analysis (Table 9) shows that lnWAGE and lnFGDPX do not Granger cause lnUSAFDI, while the lnGDPX is the Granger cause for lnUSAFDI. Therefore, it can be concluded that for Zhejiang, the exchange rate influences the FDI inflow mainly through the wealth effect, not from the cost and the demand effect. Our findings are similar to Froot and Stein for the U.S. [19] and Li and Rengifo for 49 countries [20].

### 3.2.5. Impulse Response Analysis

Finally, the impulse response analysis is carried out on the variable of wealth effect, and the result is shown in Figure 3.

Figure 3 indicates the impulse response of lnUSAFDI when lnGDPX changes by one standard deviation. With an initial positive change of lnGDPX, lnUSAFDI rises gradually in the first three phases, achieves the highest level in the third phase, and then begins to subside. This impulse response analysis result can be used as a useful supplement to the research on wealth effect by Li and Rengifo [20].

### 4. Conclusion and Policy Recommendations

This study examines the influencing effect and influencing mechanism of the exchange rate on the FDI inflow in Zhejiang using time series data over 1985 to 2019. The co-integration test and the vector error correction models are applied to analyse the long-run and short-run relationships. The Granger causality test and the impulse response analysis are carried out to further determine the causality and time trend. Three main conclusions are drawn.

First, Zhejiang economy benefits from depreciation of RMB in the long run. When the RMB depreciates, the FDI flowing into Zhejiang Province from America will increase. Their long-term stable relationship is confirmed by the co-integration test, and their unidirectional causal relationship is confirmed by the Granger causality test.

Second, the long-term stable relationship between exchange rate and FDI inflow can be well explained by the wealth effect, rather than the cost effect and the demand effect. This result is also confirmed by the co-integration test and the Granger causality test. It indicates that multinational companies pay more attention to their worldwide purchasing power, rather than the labour costs or market demand of host countries in case of Zhejiang.

**Table 9: Granger causality test.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lags: 2</th>
<th>Null hypothesis</th>
<th>Obs F-statistic</th>
<th>Prob.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>lnUSDCNY does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>3.34533</td>
<td>0.0498</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnUSDCNY</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>1.30270</td>
<td>0.2878</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnWAGE does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.80538</td>
<td>0.4570</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnWAGE</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5.24916</td>
<td>0.0116</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnGDPX does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.07879</td>
<td>0.0279</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnGDPX</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>4.80375</td>
<td>0.0161</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnFGDPX does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.67776</td>
<td>0.5159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnFGDPX</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>2.55569</td>
<td>0.0956</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnBSGDP does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.34178</td>
<td>0.7134</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnBSGDP</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>5.52530</td>
<td>0.0095</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnTMX does not Granger cause lnUSAFDI</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.34703</td>
<td>0.7098</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>lnUSAFDI does not Granger cause lnTMX</td>
<td>33</td>
<td>0.20909</td>
<td>0.8126</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Third, in the short run, neither the exchange rate nor the three influencing mechanism has a significant impact on FDI inflow. Both the results of the vector error correction models and the results of impulse response analysis have indicated it. This may be due to the strict capital controls in short-term portfolio investment inflow.

These findings have substantive and practical significance for policy makers and decision makers. On the one hand, due to the inconclusive short-term results of exchange rate on FDI inflow, policymakers and enterprise managers need not overreact to the normal short-term fluctuation of exchange rate, as long as China still implements strict capital controls. The argument is also supported by Lee and Brahmasrene [8].

On the other hand, based on the results of significant negative long-term influence of the appreciation of the RMB on FDI inflow, along with continuous appreciation of the RMB against the US dollar in recent years, Zhejiang is facing challenges about how to stabilize the inflow of FDI, so as to maintain sustainable economic growth in the future. In the light of this situation, local government should put more emphasis on the accumulation of human capital and the improvement of infrastructure. The reason lies in that the wealth effect, which has been confirmed by our studies, indicates that, when multinational corporations make more investment worldwide, they focus more on investment environment and production capacity, rather than production costs or local market demand. So, broadening the international appeal by improving the investment environment can be an efficient way to offset the adverse effects of exchange rate appreciation on FDI inflow. This argument is similar to Ahmad et al. [6].

This study differs from the previous ones in the three aspects. First, our result supports unidirectional causal relationship between exchange rate and FDI inflow, which differs from the no causal results by Gautam et al. [13]. This difference provides an evidence for the higher degree of marketization of the RMB exchange rate system. Second, our study compares the long-term with short-term effect, which can help policy makers and corporate managers to make more informed decisions. Third, most previous studies have used total amount of FDI in the whole country as the research object, but for a big country, like China, the influence of exchange rate may be “averaged” to become insignificant due to huge regional differences. So, taking a specific region as an example will help to reach more accurate conclusions and draw more targeted policy recommendations.

It is worth noting that our results are based on the economic characteristics of Zhejiang province. For some countries or regions, who have similar characters, such as strict capital control, export-oriented FDI, and FDI dominated by the tertiary industry, these results are instructive. However, for other countries or regions, these conclusions cannot be applied directly. Yet, the research methods adopted in this paper are also applicable to help find out the long-term and short-term influence effect and influence mechanism for each different region.

Finally, there is room for further discussion on this topic. Due to data availability and space limitation, this study just discusses FDI from the U.S. If FDI from other origin countries is also analysed, the conclusion will be more comprehensive. Moreover, the cost effect, the demand effect, and the wealth effect are just the three of the influencing mechanisms. There are more mechanisms that underlie the influencing effect of exchange rate on FDI inflow, such as the expected appreciation effect [37]. So, future research is expected to be carried out to explore more influencing mechanisms and use more data from other origin countries to make the analysis more comprehensive.

Data Availability

The relevant data of annual average wage of Zhejiang employees (in the cost effect index), GDP of Zhejiang (in the demand effect index), government spending, trade openness, and FDI flowing into Zhejiang from America are obtained from Zhejiang Provincial Statistical Yearbook. The relevant data of GDP of America (the wealth effect index) and annual average wage in America (in the cost effect index) come from the international trade database whereas the relevant data on exchange rate of USD to the RMB were collected from China National Statistical Yearbook. The data are also available from the corresponding author upon reasonable request.
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